on their old age is the main element which makes their Bacchic behaviour appear ridiculous'), but this is not an aim in itself: the poet shows that the power of the god deprives man of his natural stability, and that even the most venerable characters must yield to his frenzy, so that they lose their dignity.
R. denies the ridiculous aspect of the scene and suggests that the two old men sanction the new cult by their authority. is quite different. D. more rightly observes that Euripides "seems to treat this 'miracle' with a certain irony"2). It might be added that this irony betrays a sceptical attitude on the part of the poet. This scepticism seems to me to underlie the whole presentation of the dramatic conflict.
176: 9úpaou?. Rightly taken by D. as a resultative predicate: 'make a thyrsus by tying a bunch of ivy leaves to a narthex'3). The I object has to be supplied from the context: see my note on 148 1tÀcxvcX"tcx?. R.'s 'allumer la fureur des thyrses' is impossible.
176: Ëx.eLv. 'Wear': cf. 34, and LSJ A II 3. 178:
R. may be right in taking this to explain not only q¡£À"tCX"tE but also Cadmus' immediate appearance: he did not await the announcement of the Oupwp6q (to be expected after 170). 178: rT1PUV. Not only "mot eminemment po6tique" (R.), but also referring to a loud or emphatic utterance: see my note on Hes.
Op. 260. 178: 'Óa9óf.L1}v. R. thinks that we should mentally supply wç <7T)<; ovo?5, but the verb is probably used absolutely in the pregnant sense of 'to be right': cf. Or. 752, possibly Hec. 1114, and the absolute use of cxLcr9cxVÓ\lEVOÇ (LSJ II).
179: aocp1)v aocpov`. For the polyptoton cf. 157, 161, 186, and my note on 84. The primary meaning is 'expert', scil. in religious matters (cf. 186), but the word has the 'Bacchic' overtone of 'sage': cf. 266-9, 480, 641. R. compares 395, but her paraphrase of that line, "la vraie sagesse (oocpux) n'est pas la sagesse rationnelle, Ie savoir (io 6ocpov)" , is misleading: the ambiguity of the term is not based on the contrast between rationalism (or intellectualism: K.) and irrationalism, but between self-conceit and the sageness of submitting to the power of the new god (cf. 396 9vr¡"tà q)pove7Lv). See further 2) Similarly, Seidensticker (119) points out an ironic contrast between this scene and the Parodos. Oranje (39) argues that "it is far from certain that Euripides wanted here to show a Dionysiac miracle of youth restored, because he treats the old men with iron", but miracle and irony are not incompatible.
3) Cf. also C. M. Kalke, AJP 106 (1985) , 409 ff., espec. 411. Her conclusion (416-7), however, that "the fir tree has become a thyrsus with Pentheus in maenadic attire crowning its tip as the ivy does the narthex", and that this thyrsus "may represent an erection ... of the god himself and therefore a manifestation of his power", is an arbitrary assumption not supported by the text or other evidence. See further below, note on 237.
